How to get here – directions to Le Clezio from the major Channel Ports:
From Calais:
Approximate travelling time – 7 hours.
From the ferry port or the Tunnel, join the A16 heading south towards Boulogne sur Mer, continue
south to Abbeville and on to the A28 towards Rouen. Before you reach Rouen we suggest taking the
A29 towards Le Havre and Caen. After the Honfleur turnoff the A29 joins the A13 to Caen.
Take the ring road south around Caen, heading towards St Lo on the A84, do not take the St Lo
turnoff, but continue on the A84 towards Le Mont St Michel and Rennes
After Avranches, take the N175, still towards Rennes, but take Junction 33 on to the N176 towards
Dinan. You are no longer heading towards Rennes (south) but west to Dinan.
Just after passing Dinan on the N176, take the D766 to CAULNES
Pass through Caulnes, continue on the D766 for about another mile. You will drive UNDER the N12,
then come to a T junction where you should turn right into the village of Saint Jouan de l’Isle, then
very quickly (200 yards or so) left on to the D166 towards St Meen le Grand.
At the end of the D166 you come to a roundabout, go straight on but then turn right immediately on
to the slip road to the N164 – heading towards Loudeac. Continue on the N164, passing the Loudeac
turnoff, - the road here changes from dual carriageway to single lane and you should be heading for
Brest and Mur de Bretagne.
Stay on the N164 until you reach Mur de Bretagne, you will see a service station and car showroom
on your right as you approach Mur, then you will come to a slightly offset crossroads (the N164
doesn’t actually go into Mur, but passes to the north of it)
At the junction you turn LEFT on the D35 to Mur and towards Pontivy. If you miss this first turning
into Mur don’t worry, there is another, the D63, and then yet another, the D767. Whichever you
take, it is the D767 which you end up on in Mur itself, heading towards Pontivy. If you take the D35
or D63, you will come to a Junction where you will need to turn left on to the D767 to Pontivy.
Continue on the D767 towards Pontivy. You will reach a roundabout at Neulliac, take the first exit
right towards St Aignan and the Lac du Guerledan. Pass through a small suburb of Neulliac called
Belle Vue. When you leave Belle Vue, continue down the hill and take the second right turn.
Continue on this road for about 200 yards and you will find Le Clezio on the left. There are two large
stone walls at the entrance.
Please enter by this first entrance on the left which brings you directly to the front of the properties.
Please come in this entrance to unload your vehicle. Once you have unloaded your luggage please
exit the front of the property, turn left and immediate left again to the parking area at the rear of Le
Clezio. There is ample parking for several cars. We would appreciate it if you would continue to use
the rear parking area during your stay, as this makes it much safer for everyone on the property.
If you have any problems finding us please call either 00 33 2 97 28 20 28 or 00 44 7960913006 and
we will be happy to help you.

From St Malo:
Approximate travelling time – 1 hour 45 minutes
Exit the ferry terminal and at the roundabout take the first exit – Toutes Directions, the D126, you
will travel alongside the commercial quayside for some way, then through part of St Malo, continue
along the Rue Jean Pierre de Triquerville and you will come to a roundabout, go straight ahead
following Toutes Directions/Rennes then take the right slip road on to the D301, this will take you
along a main road with shops and businesses each side – Rue Armand Pasquet. Continue along the
road, there is a double roundabout, keep going straight ahead following the signs for Rennes.
Continue along the D301 following the signs for Rennes, on to the D137. Follow the D137 to the
N176 to Dinan. Continue past Dinan then take the D766 to CAULNES
Pass through Caulnes, continue on the D766 for about another mile. You will drive UNDER the N12,
then come to a T junction where you should turn right into the village of Saint Jouan de l’Isle, then
very quickly ( 200 yards or so) left on to the D166 towards St Meen le Grand.
At the end of the D166 you come to a roundabout, go straight on but then turn right immediately on
to the slip road to the N164 – heading towards Loudeac. Continue on the N164, passing the Loudeac
turnoff, - the road here changes from dual carriageway to single lane and you should be heading for
Brest and Mur de Bretagne.
Stay on the N164 until you reach Mur de Bretagne, you will see a service station and car showroom
on your right as you approach Mur, then you will come to a slightly offset crossroads (the N164
doesn’t actually go into Mur, but passes to the north of it)
At the junction you turn LEFT on the D35 to Mur and towards Pontivy. If you miss this first turning
into Mur don’t worry, there is another, the D63, and then yet another, the D767. Whichever you
take, it is the D767 which you end up on in Mur itself, heading towards Pontivy. If you take the D35
or D63, you will come to a Junction where you will need to turn left on to the D767 to Pontivy.
Continue on the D767 towards Pontivy. You will reach a roundabout at Neulliac, take the first exit
right towards St Aignan and the Lac du Guerledan. Pass through a small suburb of Neulliac called
Belle Vue. When you leave Belle Vue, continue down the hill and take the second right turn.
Continue on this road for about 200 yards and you will find Le Clezio on the left. There are two large
stone walls at the entrance.
Please enter by this first entrance on the left which brings you directly to the front of the properties.
Please come in this entrance to unload your vehicle. Once you have unloaded your luggage please
exit the front of the property, turn left and immediate left again to the parking area at the rear of Le
Clezio. There is ample parking for several cars. We would appreciate it if you would continue to use
the rear parking area during your stay, as this makes it much safer for everyone on the property.
If you have any problems finding us please call either 00 33 2 97 28 20 28 or 00 44 7960913006 and
we will be happy to help you.

From Caen:
Approximate travelling time 3 hours 30 minutes
Leave the ferry port and follow Toutes Directions/ Rennes to the A84 - continue on the A84 towards
Le Mont St Michel and Rennes
After Avranches, take the N175, still towards Rennes, but take Junction 33 on to the N176 towards
Dinan. You are no longer heading towards Rennes (south) but west to Dinan.
Just after passing Dinan on the N176, take the D766 to CAULNES
Pass through Caulnes, continue on the D766 for about another mile. You will drive UNDER the N12,
then come to a T junction where you should turn right into the village of Saint Jouan de l’Isle, then
very quickly ( 200 yards or so) left on to the D166 towards St Meen le Grand.
At the end of the D166 you come to a roundabout, go straight on but then turn right immediately on
to the slip road to the N164 – heading towards Loudeac. Continue on the N164, passing the Loudeac
turnoff, - the road here changes from dual carriageway to single lane and you should be heading for
Brest and Mur de Bretagne.
Stay on the N164 until you reach Mur de Bretagne, you will see a service station and car showroom
on your right as you approach Mur, then you will come to a slightly offset crossroads (the N164
doesn’t actually go into Mur, but passes to the north of it)
At the junction you turn LEFT on the D35 to Mur and towards Pontivy. If you miss this first turning
into Mur don’t worry, there is another, the D63, and then yet another, the D767. Whichever you
take, it is the D767 which you end up on in Mur itself, heading towards Pontivy. If you take the D35
or D63, you will come to a Junction where you will need to turn left on to the D767 to Pontivy.
Continue on the D767 towards Pontivy. You will reach a roundabout at Neulliac, take the first exit
right towards St Aignan and the Lac du Guerledan. Pass through a small suburb of Neulliac called
Belle Vue. When you leave Belle Vue, continue down the hill and take the second right turn.
Continue on this road for about 200 yards and you will find Le Clezio on the left. There are two large
stone walls at the entrance.
Please enter by this first entrance on the left which brings you directly to the front of the properties.
Please come in this entrance to unload your vehicle. Once you have unloaded your luggage please
exit the front of the property, turn left and immediate left again to the parking area at the rear of Le
Clezio. There is ample parking for several cars. We would appreciate it if you would continue to use
the rear parking area during your stay, as this makes it much safer for everyone on the property.
If you have any problems finding us please call either 00 33 2 97 28 20 28 or 00 44 7960913006 and
we will be happy to help you.

From Cherbourg:
Approximate travelling time – 3 hours 30 minutes
Exit the ferry port and take the D900 south, turn right on to the D901 briefly, then left on to the
D650 to Les Pieux and keep going on the D650, then it becomes the D904E briefly, then back to
being the D650, then take the D903 to La Haye du Puits, where you should join the D900 again,
heading south to Lessay.
From Lessay the road becomes the D2 to Coutances. At Coutances take the D971 then the D793 to
Avranches. After Avranches, take the N175, still towards Rennes, but take Junction 33 on to the
N176 towards Dinan. You are no longer heading towards Rennes (south) but west to Dinan.
Just after passing Dinan on the N176, take the D766 to CAULNES
Pass through Caulnes, continue on the D766 for about another mile. You will drive UNDER the N12,
then come to a T junction where you should turn right into the village of Saint Jouan de l’Isle, then
very quickly (200 yards or so) left on to the D166 towards St Meen le Grand.
At the end of the D166 you come to a roundabout, go straight on but then turn right immediately on
to the slip road to the N164 – heading towards Loudeac. Continue on the N164, passing the Loudeac
turnoff, - the road here changes from dual carriageway to single lane and you should be heading for
Brest and Mur de Bretagne.
Stay on the N164 until you reach Mur de Bretagne, you will see a service station and car showroom
on your right as you approach Mur, then you will come to a slightly offset crossroads (the N164
doesn’t actually go into Mur, but passes to the north of it)
At the junction you turn LEFT on the D35 to Mur and towards Pontivy. If you miss this first turning
into Mur don’t worry, there is another, the D63, and then yet another, the D767. Whichever you
take, it is the D767 which you end up on in Mur itself, heading towards Pontivy. If you take the D35
or D63, you will come to a Junction where you will need to turn left on to the D767 to Pontivy.
Continue on the D767 towards Pontivy. You will reach a roundabout at Neulliac, take the first exit
right towards St Aignan and the Lac du Guerledan. Pass through a small suburb of Neulliac called
Belle Vue. When you leave Belle Vue, continue down the hill and take the second right turn.
Continue on this road for about 200 yards and you will find Le Clezio on the left. There are two large
stone walls at the entrance.
Please enter by this first entrance on the left which brings you directly to the front of the properties.
Please come in this entrance to unload your vehicle. Once you have unloaded your luggage please
exit the front of the property, turn left and immediate left again to the parking area at the rear of Le
Clezio. There is ample parking for several cars. We would appreciate it if you would continue to use
the rear parking area during your stay, as this makes it much safer for everyone on the property.
If you have any problems finding us please call either 00 33 2 97 28 20 28 or 00 44 7960913006 and
we will be happy to help you.

